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Celebrating 10 years of international impact, COURAGEOUS LEGACY is remastered to include an updated look and sound along with bonus scenes, and a new ending you won’t want to miss! Filled with heart-pounding action, laugh-out-loud humor, and powerful inspiration, COURAGEOUS continues to entertain families and movie lovers of all ages. Four men, one calling: to serve and protect. As law enforcement officers, they are fearless and confident, but at home, they face a challenge none of them is prepared to tackle: fatherhood. When tragedy hits home, they are left wrestling with their hopes, fears, and faith. Protecting the streets is second nature. Resolving to raise their kids in a God-honoring way? That’s courageous.

Watch The Trailer










	









Buy Now
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		AVAILABLE ON DIGITAL

		GET COURAGEOUS LEGACY AS A DIGITAL EXTRA AT THESE RETAILERS



	Amazon Prime
	Movies Anywhere

	

	
	AVAILABLE NOW ON DVD

PURCHASE MULTI-PACK NOW



Amazon
	Best Buy
	Target
	Walmart
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		AVAILABLE ON DIGITAL



	Movies Anywhere

	

	
	AVAILABLE AT GENERAL RETAILERS



Amazon
	Barnes & Nobles
	Best Buy
	CBD
	Lifeway
	Parable
Sherwood Baptist
	Walmart



	

Bonus Features *


			Commentary with the Kendrick Brothers 
	OUTRAGEOUS: Outtakes and Bloopers 
	Courageous in 60 Seconds 
	The Making of Courageous 
	The Heart of Courageous 
	The Story Of My Father Featurette 
	Deleted Scenes



	
	* Special features listed may not be available on all formats.
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	COURAGEOUS (2011)

	Available on Digital, Blu-ray™ and DVD


With showtime purchases and large-group gatherings, churches, ministries, businesses, and schools maximized the impact of COURAGEOUS when it played in theaters. Now these groups and others can make the most of the film by hosting COURAGEOUS Movie Events.


Order your official Site License from Provident Films and AFFIRM Films today and host your COURAGEOUS Movie Event this weekend!

	

Click Here For Church License Click Here For Other License
Click Here For Theater License 

	
	
	Theater License

	If you are inquiring about licensing and/or showing COURAGEOUS LEGACY in a THEATER please email David_Jennings@spe.sony.com and Benjamin_Scantlin@spe.sony.com. We will be in touch with you within 1-2 business days. Thank you.

	

	

	

	
Why a Site License?

Since DVDs are only licensed for home or personal viewing, a site license is required to show movies to your church, school, ministry, or organization. In order to host group showings of COURAGEOUS, you will need to purchase an official Site License. Please note: site licenses are not available for in-theater showings and umbrella license programs (such as CVLI) do not apply to films like this.
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	Trailer
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	Heart of the Movie
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	The Resolution
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	Host a Courageous Resolution Ceremony
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	Courageous Bloopers
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	Scene: Rich Man
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	Scene: When Did You...
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Show Me The Father
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Overcomer
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War Room
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Fireproof
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Facing The Giants
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